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Special club rate for early-SeaSon tuition

coach again

tHe 2015 Master Class coaching weeks have been announced after the success of
last year, with Andy Davis and Chris rollings as the coaches again.
Andy and Chris will run a week each,
in May and June. There may be another
week’s coaching later in the year.
This year’s weeks are available for
booking at the office. These early-season
events are just right for
BerNArD Smyth is to give up
getting on top of your
the job of producing Severn Skies
game for the rest of the
after 21 years. He also edited the
summer.
magazine for a couple of years
The week we are runearlier
in the 80s.
ning with Andy will be
in a smaller group for
It is hoped to find a member
Andy
more focused coaching
willing to take on the job with
attention. The details:
help from Bernard.
May 9-17: Chris
Bernard, 80, gave up flying a
Rollings. 12 places
four
years ago after he and partavailable £150 each with
ner
rob
Andrewartha sold their
a maximum of six at the
Std Cirrus, 822. So his visits to
club rate of £100.
the
club became fewer and it beMay 30-June 7:
Chris
Andy Davis. nine places
came more difficult to find stories
available at £200 with four at a discounted
for the magazine and for the local
rate of £130 for club members. Other fees:
media – as Bernard was also the
Trailers £15 for the week. Flying fees as
club press officer for most of the
normal club tariff.

Severn Skies
editor quits

Andy turner, who completed his BI
training in January. He got the chance
to do his first day's trial lesson flying in
february and Jake Brattle did some flying with students to start his fI training

Matt and Andy
for Oz Juniors
WE announced Matt Davis had been
picked for the British team for the Junior
World Championships at Narromine in
December. Now it’s been announced his
father, Andy, a former double world champion, will be Team Captain in Australia.
This will be Matt’s third World Championships. He flew at Musbach in 2011
and Leszno in 2013. On both of those occasions he was flying in the Club Class so
he is excited to make the jump to the Standard Class in LS8 M9, which has been
kindly loaned to him by Will Chappel.

Help the youngsters!

THE club has a special account where
members can make payments to help
sponsor the cadet scheme. It’s S999, called
Scheme Sponsorship, and donations are
welcome. The new cadets will be allocated
their own accounts, these are then serviced
from the main account until they go solo.
THE BGA website has been updated and Donors can be incognito if they wish.
clubs can make entries about their news. Our cadets make news: page 9

BGA website updated

Five new cadets are chosen
After interviewing six candidates, the club has chosen five cadets to benefit
from our scholarship scheme this year.
they are Kathryn Conley, 16, Xander MacInnes, Owen Price-Lewis, 14, Declan
Harvey-Kelly, 14, and Philippa Bennett, 14. they were starting their training in
March.
Kathryn, of Up Hatherley, goes to Gloucester High School for Girls, Xander to
St thomas riches, Owen, from Bradley Stoke, and Declan, from Bristol, to St
Bede’s and Philippa, of South Cerney, to Cirencester Kings Hill School.

THE club’s annual prizegiving will be held on March 14

past couple of decades.
On p7 there are some front
covers of past issues of the magazine and a farewell message.
the magazine was A5 size
when he took over, but in 2001 he
changed it to A4 and encouraged
more advertising to help pay for
the production. In those days
members received a printed copy.
then from 2004 the mag was
put online, later in colour, and
only a handful of copies were
printed in black and white for advertisers, a few members and to
send to every other club.
If you’re stuck for something
to read, you can still see many of
the past issues on the website at
http://bggc.co.uk/index.php/severn-skies-magazine/category/3severn-skies-archives

Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

NEWS from the Terra Firma
Syndicate is often a little
sparse in the winter months –
the days are short and many
members appear to have gone
into hibernation. However,
nature is not standing still and
there’s still plenty going on
around the field. Although the
observations were few on the
TFS clipboard, in November
hare, fox and a black rabbit
were seen – in December
knapweed and oxeye daisy
were still in bloom and redwing were seen and in January a flock of fieldfare
(another of the thrush family
who winter here rather than
farther north).
Forthcoming attractions as
the sun gets higher are many:

New year – and new
hope for the TFS

are about . Usually early or
late in the day is the best time
to see them.
Insects
Sunny days should soon
bring out overwintering butterflies, such as brimstone,
peacock and small tortoiseshell, and the odd bumble bee
will be buzzing about.

Birds
As our winter visitors, and
this includes many of our
common species like blackbirds, move back to more
northerly countries, those left
will be building their nests
and defending their territories
by singing and/or fighting and
will soon be joined by an influx of summer migrants. How
wonderful it would be to hear
a cuckoo calling in Woodchester Valley again over the
summer months!
By Daphne Malfiggiani
It seems to me that a new
boost is needed for our syndicate. Those of us who spot things
need to share them more. The trusty old clipboard and some
sort of writing implement will still be next to the noticeboard in
the old clubhouse, but we need new ways of reporting too –
perhaps a bit more 21st century? Maybe a simple way of sending an observation electronically to the club website? Also, definitely not 21st century but could be useful nevertheless, a
white board and pen (unpinchable!) on the bus. My mission is
to get more of you contributing your sightings.
Nancy Barrett

Plants
There never seems to be a
time when some plant isn’t in
A goldfinch
bloom but things to look out
for in spring include Coltsfoot, which has a yellow, dandelion-like flower on a stem covered in purplish scales – the leaves come later. It is said to
favour “bare or waste ground” and appears especially near the
north track, west of Roger Targett’s and also behind the Duo
Discus hangar in the southeast corner. And there will be primroses, cowslips and violets soon and then bluebells and wild
garlic just over our south border in Woodchester Valley – we
shall be able to smell the latter on a sunny day even if we don’t
see it!
Trees
While the flowers on some trees are not particularly spectacular, the brilliant white of the blackthorn bushes does stand out
and we have quite a few down around the northwest corner of
the field and along our northern border. And of course brilliant
green new leaves will be appearing everywhere.

Something for everyone!
THE BGA Annual Conference, Exhibition and Awards Dinner is
on March 7 at the Nottingham Belfry. The events are free and the
programme includes presentations on aerobatic competition flying; instrumentation; an airspace update; and aircraft conspicuity
and visual detection. With over 20 exhibitors, there will be something for everybody and, in the evening, the ever-popular awards
dinner. Full details at:
http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/notices/conference.htm

Mammals
Roe deer, being the largest mammal we get on the field, are
seen by nearly everybody, but rabbits, foxes, badgers and hares

Welcome to new members
Scott Barrett
Van Henson
Emily Tillett
James Birchall
Patrick Metcalfe
Tim Harris
Timothy Man Shui Jim
George Darby
Matthew Szoke
Joe Webb
Bert Wyuts
Oliver Kersterton
Ryan Lee
Fela Maslen
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More launches in 2014, AGM told
SUBS were frozen again for 2015 at the
AGM and the officers and committee were
re-elected by the 54 members present.
There was also a discussion about the
strategy plan and the need for a second
winch.
Club statistics: Year to September 30
2014 (previous year in brackets):
160 Flying members (150)
25 Associate members (27)
208 days flown (214)
5,015 launches (4,427)
1,237 aerotows (1,219)
3,778 winch (3,208)
1,056 club glider hours (1,009)
3,709 total glider hours (3,889
432 trial lessons flown (450)
Actions under way included four crosscountry weeks planned; a Junior weekend
in March, FAE being cleaned and updated;
the purchase of a four-wheel drive and
buggies. Roger Targett requested use of
newly-roofed workshop during the summer if we cannot use it for glider maintenance."
Treasurer Peter Bray reported that the
bar did exceptionally well. With a 23% decrease in sales, Andy and Elaine
Townsend achieved a margin of 41% – a
brilliant effort.
As usual many thanks for the glider
maintenance team under Kevin, Ian, Tony
and various willing elves for their efforts
again this year. Kevin did mention that he
wished pilots were a little more careful
with the toys.
We should try a “you bend it, you
mend it” scheme with no flying till part
two achieved.
Dominic Conway again organised the
three cross-country courses, which despite
the weather were enjoyed by lots of pilots
and turned in a surplus of £6,914.
Peter thanked Dominic and Pete Bunniss for doing all the organisation for Enterprise, and the very few who helped run
the field. This squeezed a surplus to the
club of £3,491, and 31 pilots from lots of
clubs had a great week.
Thanks went to Sid for his Task Week.
This is a sole voluntary effort organising
everything (that's how he wants it), and as
long as everybody enjoyed the flying –
sorted.
Finally grateful to the many people involved in the year’s winch dramas.
Driven by Fred Ballard. there was lots
of investigation, repair, pulley changing
etc. aided by Graham, Steve, Dave and
others. It meant that, despite lots of down-

time, we did exceed last year’s total number of launches.
Then came the grumpy news.
The decision not to raise subs for 2014
was based on various predications. However only 63% of members paid subs and
rents on time. Disappointing.
The trial lesson backlog was the same
as last year and contained £14k cash.
We could use this money.
Finally (probably) we were fighting a
rearguard action along with other Sport
Associations against the HMRC attempts
to get rid of CASCs by redefining the original requirements.
As a CASC we have a concession to receive 80% rebate of our annual rates. This
rebate is currently worth £9,800 to us.
The local authorities had also indicated
that amateur clubs enjoying rate relief
could have their relief entitlement re-assessed under split-valuation rules.(TBA).
If this was coupled with the outstanding
Valuation Office rateable value assessment, which was last done in 2008, and
should have been updated in 2011, was put
off, and was now threatened for 2015, it
could mean that our annual rates payment
of around £2.5k could rise to £17k.
Monthly cash flow diagrams. They represent better control under the new committee, which does not put time constraints
on the treasurer.
Sales up
Accounts year ending September 30
(Previous year figures in brackets)
Sales:£228,333 (£222,303)
Costs: £207.602 (£215,534)
Residual: £20,731 (£6,769)
Wear and Tear: £20,005 (£20,000)
Trial Lesson income £37,450 (£43,765)
T/L aerotow income: £19,198 (£23,577)
Winch wages: £7,667 (£8,472)
Subs from April 1 2015: The treasurer
recommended freezing as at 2014 and
2013 rates. The strategy now was to increase utilisation of assets. It required
more trial lessons and adequate voluntary
help. We were more expensive than surrounding clubs. Peter outlined the overall
cash position and the Pty company’s accounts in a nutshell. The club cash position
is up by £15,962.
The accounts were adopted.
the committee’s Strategy Plan:
Greg O’Hagan said there would be limited investment in club equipment. The
current projection was:
winch workshop estimated at £28,000
winch track repairs £15,500
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retrieve truck £5,000 (later raised to
£10,000)
tractor £9,000
total £57,500
(All figures are budgetary estimates).
The club was to apply for a Sport England grant for the new winch
storage/workshop facility.
Where the winch was concerned there
were two options. One was to buy another
(secondhand) Supacat winch. Gransden
Lodge had a one they were willing to sell
but we needed to make a thorough inspection of it before purchase.
A Skylaunch with commissioning and
training, plus LPG installation, would cost
an estimated £96,400, with a £50,000 loan
and some club funds.
Our Supacat could be refurbished at an
estimated cost of £15,000 as a spare, so the
total cost would be about £111,000.
The option of the Gransden Lodge Supacat would lead to estimated £15,000 refurbishment costs and transport from their
club, £2,500, with a total cost of about
£45,000.
The committee had decided to try for
the Gransden one, subject to a survey.
Barry Walker said he was against buying an old winch and Andy Townsend
pointed out we’d have two different
winches with more training needed. Sid
Smith said the two different winches
needed different pilot techniques as well
so there was a safety issue.
Future projects could include a building
refurbishment costing £30,000, a new
two-seater replacement costing up to
£90,000 and a tug engine £20,000, totalling £140,000. The projected funding
required over the three years would be
£50K on winch refurbishment and field
vehicles in year one, the two-seater in year
two, and all the building refurbishments in
year three.
election of chairman and committee
All were elected unopposed:
Chairman: Fred Hill
Treasurer: Peter Bray
Secretary: Alan Montague
Committee: Fred Ballard, Steve Eyles,
Christophe Mutricy, Jake Brattle, Tony
Gillett (ex-officio Greg O’Hagan, CFI).
Other business
The following motion was received by
the secretary within the time limit:
“I propose that the club retains the policy as agreed by previous vote to retain up
to eight powered aircraft on site. This will
Continued on page 4

Ken Brown’s
ploughing on
with history
KEN Brown has sent history group members a partially completed draft of Section
11 of the club’s history from 1977 to 1985,
which marked the start of the two-company structure. The major developments
were the extension of the clubhouse, the
provision of a new building to act as an
additional workshop, the purchase of the
(Platford’s) field to the east of the previous
boundary and the complete change of the
club’s glider fleet.
But many of the sources he has used in
the past have been missing. There is a gap
of about five years in the club minutes as a
result of the clubhouse fire in 2002, partially filled by extracts made by Peter Bray
for the Pty Co. But Ken has no information
about committee members in 1979 and virtually no information about BGGC directors, and there are gaps in the information
usually available from AGM minutes.
Also, Severn Skies appeared rather
spasmodically and S&G had no BGGC
news in about half the issues in the period.
So information which might fill gaps
would be valuable.
flying fees
Missing items Ken would like to include are a complete history of flying fees
in the period, information about appointed
officers (ground engineers and such like),
about syndicates and even about BGGC
directors.
Also, Michael Young, a nephew of former club chairman, CFI and vice-president Rex Young, has sent Ken Rex’s book
of press cuttings covering the period from
1946 to 1960 (with more emphasis on the
earlier days). It is roughly A5 size with
around 50 pages – 100 sides, and the cutting are all neatly gummed in and annotated. It is to be scanned as a valuable
addition to our club archive.

faulty wiring sparks
scare in two-seater
A RECENT incident in a two-seater glider
(not at NYM) resulted in smoke in the
cockpit and the need to isolate the battery
via the master switch.
The issue was caused by a wiring fault
and an inappropriately rated fuse. BGGC
CFI Greg O’Hagan asked for all pilots to
ensure that, where required, appropriately
rated fuses are used.

Enterprise ran like clockwork
and made a profit, AGM told
Continued from page 3
potentially generate significant revenue
for the club while maintaining its main
focus on gliding”
Proposed Steve Noujaim; seconded Tim
Macfadyen
Following discussion of the wording of
the motion the following amendment was
proposed by Kevin Neave and seconded
by Carol Smith:
“That the original 2009 powered aircraft
policy be retained as written.”
This was passed by a large majority.
Dominic Conway, the organiser, spoke
on competitions and coaching in 2014.
He said Competition Enterprise was a
happy and fruitful week with some
28,000km flown, a sponsored welcome
party from Sainsbury’s, a memorable
prizegiving, dinner and excellent music,
no accidents or airspace busts.
the general opinion far and wide was
“what a fun time, everything ran like
clockwork”.
The profit was £3,490. The tug operation made a surplus of £248. There was little or no utilisation by club members of
bought-in tugs after the grid launch, which
lasted less than 60 minutes daily.
MasterClass Coaching, now in its fourth
year, had been going from strength to
strength.
A report was prepared for the committee in June 2014 setting out the aims and
objectives of this unique NYM venture.
Andy Davis was the inspiration four
years ago and remained so today. Dominic
said he could not thank him enough for all
he and Pami had done for us.
the aims of coaching
The aims set out were
a) to provide development training for
club members and for pilots in general
b) To raise the profile of NYM in the
gliding world and
c) To generate additional club income.
More than 100 pilots had attended the
programme since its inception. There had
been a waiting list for each coaching week.
Priority had been given to NYM members
with half of the 12 places. The remaining
places were allocated to visitors.
the formal written feedback had
been very positive with pilots returning
in later years.
We are on the Aim Higher BGA pro4

gramme and were commended by the
BGA meeting in November 2014.
A number of reports had appeared in
S&G over the past three years. A net profit
was made on each and every coaching
week. In 2014 the club earned £7,000 from
the programme.
There were some issues which we
needed to be aware of and which were a
source of adverse comment, Dominic
added.
Our buildings were tired, our bedrooms
uninviting, shower and toilet facilities
below the standard required and classroom
aids unreliable. Projector, screen, pointer
and lighting need to be replaced or improved. The internet connection is unreliable, making downloads of met
information and general calls difficult.
On a more difficult subject, but one
which we had to deal with, was that we
were not seen as the most friendly club.
We needed our visitors to leave happy and
to return.
In June Dominic briefed the committee and told them of his retirement. He
thanked Dave Hallsworth, Pete Bunniss
and Ken Pile together with our club
coaches and two-seater owners who had
been at the centre of all we had achieved
in 2014.
Thanks also went to the office staff,
Sheila and Daphne, who supported all that
we had achieved and had got rave reviews
from our visitors.
Staverton approaches
After the meeting, Andy Davis spoke
about a new ILS approach for powered aircraft to runway 27 at Staverton.
There could be 30-plus ILS approaches
a day as power and helicopter pilots
trained and they could affect glider pilots
as they soared Cleeve Hill or Leckhampton Hill so there was a significant airprox
risk.
The “hotspots” were the south end of
Cleeve Hill with a threat from the east and
a threat from the Staverton direction at
Leckhampton.
Andy said that as soon as detailed procedures are agreed with Staverton a briefing would be put on the club website, with
a summary in the last few lines as an aide
memoire for the actions to be taken in
finding out if there was ILS activity on a
particular day or how to contact ATC.

Good look-out vital
for airfield safety
new hazards
in the skies?
THERE’S a new possible hazard on the
block: a nine-gram bird-like drone with
a 33cm wingspan (above). Invented by
a French engineer, it can be operated
from a smartphone. Other drones are
now available from about £40 so are
likely to become more common.
And BBC’s Click programme reported on a company which wants to introduce flying cars and says its first
model, the transition, should be available commercially in 2016.
the Boston-based company says it
has overcome technical difficulties that
saw the firm lose favour with some investors who had expected aircraft sales
to begin in 2012.
Chief executive Carl Dietrich told
Click’s Dan Simmons the company was
also developing a vertical take-off and
landing aircraft, which they expect to
be available in eight to 10 years.
Mr Dietrich explained he wanted to
transform personal transportation and
offer the public the chance to fly to
where they need to go with minimal tuition. the flying car is supposed to take
you where you want to go and work out
all the airspace and directions from a
voice command.

FLARM update
FLARM has announced a scheduled and
mandatory firmware update for all
FLARM and FLARM-compatible devices, including classic FLARM, PowerFLARM and FLARM manufactured by
LXNAV, LX Navigation, Garrecht/AIR
Avionics, and others.
The free update was being released by
early
March
2015
on
http://www.flarm.com Because the transmission protocols are changing, modified
units will not operate with unmodified
units and visa versa. So users are encouraged to update at the first opportunity.
If the update is not applied, the device
will no longer operate after March 31. Full
details on http://www.flarm.com/

THE recent accident in which EKF came
to hit a vehicle whilst landing has highlighted the need for continuous vigilance
when on the airfield.
Whether in private or club vehicles or
on foot, stop and make a thorough lookout
before crossing any part of the field, all of
which may be used by landing aircraft,
even when it appears we are not operating.
In addition to reducing the risk of collision the following ‘guidelines’ are designed to protect the field surface,
particularly when wet or soft.
l Private vehicles should only be taken
on to the airfield for the movement of private gliders.
l Where vehicles are taken on to the
field for other purposes, for example to
gain access to the caravan site, drivers
should confine themselves to the perimeter track at all times, unless it is clear that
no flying operation is in progress.
l Please remember though that aircraft may use the field at any time.
l The winch track should not be used
for transiting to retrieve gliders unless
they are relatively close to the launch
point.
l Where vehicles have to cross the
field they shall do so at right angles to the
approach and only following a very careful lookout.
l Whilst crossing the field drivers shall
keep a continuous lookout for aircraft on
approach.
l Vehicles shall always give way to aircraft.
Finally, remember that in the event of

an accident on the field you are unlikely
to be covered by your own vehicle insurance.
In addition to managing the vehicle risk
we all have to be aware of the risk to other
visitors to the site.
This applies particularly to customers
of Giuseppe’s, who are likely to be unaware of the risks involved. If you see
people straying over the boundary fence
do not hesitate to advise them of the active
nature of the airfield and that they should
not touch unattended aircraft or gliders.
Greg O’Hagan

Be quick for
next exped
THIS year's Spring Wave Expedition to
Denbigh will run from April 21-29.
Dan Welch said that last year there was
an excellent expedition week with
wave/ridge flights almost every day. North
Hill had a great turnout and he extended
the week offer to them again so places
may fill up fast!
To reserve a place on the expedition the
deposit is £40 and if paid by March 10 you
will get £20 credit in your account to be
used for launches/accommodation.
This year Dan would like to focus on
getting more single-seaters involved but if
ab initio pilots wish to arrange a twoseater with instructor they are more than
welcome.

Cut and keep for your next outlanding
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLUB

OUtLANDING PILOt’S
COMPLIMeNtArY fLIGHt tICKet
Allows one flight by aerotow
NAME OF FARMER/LANDOWNER.......................................................................................
ADDRESS...........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
NAME OF OUTLANDING PILOT...................................................................................................
PILOT’S ACCOUNT NUMBER......................................................................................................
PILOT’S SIGNATURE...........................................................................................................................................

to the farmer/landowner: This ticket is valid for 12 months from the date of outlanding and should be presented
to the club office on the day the flight is to be taken. You are advised to contact the office on 01454 860342
before arrival to ensure weather conditions are suitable. The airfield is beside the B4066 Stroud to Dursley road
near to (but not in) Nympsfield. Postcode GL10 3TX. We thank you for your help and hope you enjoy your flight
to the outlanding pilot: Please ensure ALL details are correctly entered. Your account will be debited at normal
flying rates only when the flight is taken
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Pilot shocked as
he’s whisked off
by Low Level Jet
SOME years ago at Terlet GS (near Arnhem) someone was going to fly a K-8
back to the hangar.
So along the Apeldoorn road, roughly
north, then to the left over the high tension wires (always rather exciting, because they are ‘part’ of the final) and then
low along the restaurant.
There was almost no wind from the
north. The sun was about to set and he enjoyed the fine view, until he suddenly
found himself over an unknown area, forest and heath, unlandable. It was near
Woeste Hoeve, roughly 4km past the
hangar.
When he later explained how he got
there and was still able to land near the
hangar he became very pale again.
OK, suddenly a very strong southern
tailwind (later calculated to be about 50
km/h!), but what really happened?
Be aware!
We now know that he was flying in a
Low Level Jet. Such an LLJ can occur the
whole day, but especially just before or
after sunset.
Height roughly 120 to 1,500ft. They
are not very rare. Glider pilots should be
aware of them.
In The Netherlands meteorologists
learned a lot from data obtained from the
measuring mast at Cabouw (near Lopik,
roughly south of Utrecht).
It was built around 40 years ago and is
about 180m high.
BZ

Mike clears rust to
go x/c racing again
FORMER member Mike Strathern came
second after nine days flying with all tasks
around 250 to 300km in the New Zealand
Club Class Championships. His verdict:
“It’s been amazing.”
He came second by just 45 points in his
ASW 20,
but
he
called it
“a great
comp”.
On the
last day in
the comp
at Drury,
Mike Strathern – won two North Island, there
days of comp
were just
45 points between first and second.
It rained in the night and the final day
was scrubbed so Mike didn’t get a chance
to get back into the lead.
During the comp he had one “very
tricky day needing lots of UK soaring
skills (the ability to soar in crap) under
8/8ths”. He came second for the day.
Mike wrote: “Just adding up my flights
from the nationals: 40 hours flown and
2,500km! Two firsts, four seconds, two
thirds, one sixth with a second overall as
the final result.
“It took a few flights to knock the rust
off but we got there. Good to see my logbook full of cross-country racing for a
change. That hasn’t been the case for many
years. I’ve got the bug back!”

New ’chutes man
GRAHAM Bowser gave up looking after
our parachutes and Andrew Shearn took
over. From the next collection at the end of
April the price will increase to £30.
Also the procedure has changed. Please
DO NOT take the parachute bags out to the
gliders. Doing so results in bags being lost
and parachutes stored in the racks with bits
and pieces dangling through the slats etc.
So when collecting a ’chute leave the
bag in its slot and make sure the leg straps
are done up. Where possible, wear the
’chute to carry it to the aircraft. When taking it back to the rack, before lifting it out
of the aircraft make sure that the leg straps
are done up and wear the chute to carry it
to storage rack. Insert it into the correct
bag before carefully placing it in its allocated slot.
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Grand day out
in the Dimona
By Joe Hall
WHEN I was first told that I would be able
to fly to Duxford with Gordon Davis, I
didn’t know what to expect, but when I arrived at his hangar I knew that it would be
a great experience.
I met Gordon and he told me about the
Super Dimona. On the way to Duxford he
handed the controls over to me and I loved
it. It was beautiful to fly and I did enjoy
having the opportunity to actually fly in a
straight line.
The array of gadgets in the aircraft
seemed very sophisticated and, I have to
admit, a bit confusing. When we arrived at
Duxford, we spent a couple of hours walking round the various areas and I discovered that Gordon seriously knew what he
was talking about.
I saw some extremely interesting things
there, including a barrel to a gun that was
at least twice as tall as me. On the way
back, Gordon showed me his flying skills,
pulling, as far as I can remember, the most
Gs I have ever experienced. Overall it was
an awesome experience that I thoroughly
enjoyed.
GA event at Duxford
THE next stage of government plans for
General Aviation will be unveiled on March
28 during a joint Government/CAA event
at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford.
Key players in the GA world will be
speaking and the event, from 10.30am to
3pm, is open to anyone involved in GA.
If you wish to attend then please RSVP
to GAevent@caa.co.uk including the
number of people in your party and
whether you intend to fly in. Confirmation
of registration and more information will
be provided later.
Those attending will also have free access to the Imperial War Museum and reduced landing fees are available.

It’s goodnight from him –
editor quits after 21 years
BERnARD SMyTH’S bowing out after this issue, after
21 years of producing Severn Skies.
Thanks are due to to nancy Barrett and Daphne Malfiggiani, who have been great supporters by keeping the excellent
Terra Firma Syndicate reports
and drawings flowing.
Also thanks to our advertisers,
who have supported the magazine
for many years, especially Roger
Targett, Martin Carolan of SVSP,
Steve Hill of Hill Aviation InsurIn case you’re new and ance Services and Sydney Charles
don’t know what
Aviation Services.
Bernard looks like...
The new-look A4 mag in 2001,
below, carried a plea for members to keep the editor informed about their activities, but that has not produced
the hoped-for response!
It has become more and more difficult to fill the
magazine (perhaps because members could keep up
with what was going on by reading the “daily” report
on the website?). And the silence after each issue came
out was deafening!
Bernard’s first in the 21-year run of magazines. He also
edited for a couple of years before that in the 1980s

A new look and size (A4) for
the mag in 2001, above. And
no, the ed was not drunk!
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A poignant finger post that is no longer there (1995)

Aerobatics courses on offer again
WITH the introduction of EASA licensing
comes a requirement to possess a formal
aerobatics rating if you wish to carry out
ANY aerobatic manoeuvre. This means
that if you want to chuck the odd loop or
chandelle after you are operating under
your EASA licence, it will be illegal without an aerobatic rating.
There are a number of ways in which
one can obtain this rating, although by far
the simplest is to complete a BGA Standard Aerobatics Badge, which can be directly converted to an aerobatics rating
when you are issued your SPL or
LAPL(s). Waiting until after EASA licensing becomes mandatory will mean you
will have to complete a formal aerobatics
theory course and record a minimum number of hours practising with an instructor.
For those instructors wishing to teach
aerobatics under EASA licensing an aerobatics rating is still required in addition to
a Flight Instructor’s Rating (FI) along with
CFI’s approval. The BGA further split the
instructor privileges into “Club” and “Advanced” for positive G manoeuvres only
and unlimited.
Late last year we were visited by Aerobatics Competition Pilot and Examiner,

Guy Westgate.
The turnout for
Guy’s briefing
was excellent and
he covered all the
knowledge required to safely
and accurately fly
the BGA Standard Badge manoeuvres plus a
lot of useful information
targeted towards instructors who wish to
teach aerobatics.
Although the weather was too poor for
Guy to complete the practical side of his
course, a couple of weeks later on December 8 I had an excellent day with Dominic
Conway, Paolo Nicolai, and Peter Fabian.
We completed six aerobatic flights in total,
which was hugely successful for the time
of year. The focus for the lessons was to
firstly build confidence in handling the
glider in extreme attitudes, practising recovery techniques to prevent overstressing/overspeeding the glider if a manoeuvre
goes wrong and learning how to fly the
manoeuvres safely and to the required
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Paolo in action
level of accurately.
This year Guy and I shall be running
more aerobatics lectures and practical
courses to train pilots to the level required
to complete the BGA Standard Aerobatics
qualification in the K-21 and hopefully the
Fox! Guy shall also be able to give instruction on how to teach aerobatics for those
instructors who are interested in sharing
their skills. Course dates will be sent via
the office emails. If anyone is interested
and would like some more information,
please feel free to ask me at the club or
email
All the best for 2015!
Dan Welch

Our cadet scheme plugged on BBC radio
REPORTER James Thomas visited the
club in February to do a piece for BBC
Radio Gloucestershire on our cadet
scheme.
He met cadets Seb Smaka and Dorian
Bury and interviewed former CFI Chris
Edwards about the scheme. On the day of
the broadcast Douggie Vance and his
mother, Teresa, were interviewed on air on

the Mark Cummings morning show. On
the radio station’s website there was an
item headed “Fly fly fly - at 14”!
It went on: “At the age of 14 you can't
vote, drive or ride a motorbike. But in
Gloucestershire, you can become a pilot!
“The Bristol and Gloucestershire Gliding Club offers glider training to people as
young as 14 and you can even get funding

A screen grab from
the Radio Gloucesteshire
website,
above, gives a plug
for
our
cadet
scheme, using one of
Bernard
Smyth’s
photos. Left: Reporter
James
Thomas interviews
Chris Edwards, who
later gave him a
flight in our big
Grob Acro, P70

T-21 bits needed
COLIN Green appealed on behalf of
Boscombe Down Aviation Collection for
metal parts in the cockpit of a T-21.
He is rebuilding a T-21 Sedburgh for the
static display in the collection. The whole
cockpit for this glider is missing and parts
lost through its previous owners. Colin
wants any metal parts other than the control columns or the rudder pedals. He
wrote: “If anybody has any parts and is
willing to donate sell or let me borrow for
patterns I would be very grateful. He can
be contacted via Hangar 1 South, Old
Sarum Airfield, Salisbury, or on 01722
323636.

for the whole course – all it takes is willingness and dedication apparently.”

Funds available
for youngsters –
but be quick!
THE RAeC Trust has not received many
applications for financial help from young
glider pilots this year.
It has introduced a new form of bursary
this year called the Follow-On bursary for
young people up to the age of 24 to train
to take part in national and international
competitions or train as instructors and so
on.
The trust were advised there was a
sharp decline in applications from young
glider pilots last year, which it says was a
shame when funds were available to get
more youngster flying!
See www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries. The closing date is March 31.
Hurry, hurry...The trustees of the
Philip Wills Memorial Fund have agreed
to offer gliding scholarships once again in
2015. The scholarships are specifically
aimed at helping post-solo gliding development in younger members – those aged
30 or under by April 30 2015.
There will be up to 20 scholarships,
each valued at up to £500 and applications
must be received by March 6.
Full details and application forms are at
http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/pwmf/s
cholarships.htm

Hangar tidied up
THE tug hangar is to be the main area for
maintenance of club/syndicate aircraft. So
the Total tug hangar has been cleared of
personal stuff (excluding battery charging
facilities) and made clean and tidy.

Advertise in
Severn Skies
l Reasonable rates for all advertising of in-

terest to our members and all glider pilots
l Quarterly publication that is available in
colour online for the whole gliding world. Mono
copies are also sent to every UK gliding club
Contact: office@bggc.co.uk or 01453 860342
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‘New’ winch on way
FOLLOWING the decision announced at
the AGM, Andy Roberts of Supacat was
contacted and arrangements were made to
visit Gransden on December 16. His subsequent report brought nothing unexpected to light. We confirmed the purchase
from CGC and set about organising transport. Andy told us that any good engineering outfit that could handle medium/heavy
parts would be able to overhaul the winch
and its engine, an item Supacat would
have to outsource in any case, so we contacted the engineer who has been repairing
our own winch over the past two years to
determine his capacity for this work.
On January 13, after several searches
for suitable transport, one of Supacat's regular transporters was selected, with HiAB
capability.
Following some discussion as to how to
lift the winch, there being no specific lifting points on it, I travelled to Gransden to
meet the lorry at about 1400hrs to ensure
loading would not inflict any damage. It
was 1600 and getting dark when the lorry
arrived at the end of the interminable track
leading to the airfield. Positioning the two
vehicles and arranging the chains to
achieve a clean lift finally saw the winch

held over the bed of the
lorry. Fuelled by a cup of
coffee, we negotiated a
180-deg turn to get the
clearance and then dealt
with unending numbers of
chains before we were
able to get on our way at
around 1900hrs. The
winch and driver headed
off for an overnight stop,
while I reached home
about three and a half
hours later.
The next day I met the
lorry on the A38 at Berkeley Heath and guided it to
its destination where the
overhaul is in progress.
Some parts are coming
from Supacat and other
pieces have been reno- the club’s ‘new’ Supacat
vated or made locally.
winch bought from the
Completion is hoped for Cambridge club is now
mid to late March when it being refurbished.
will be moved to the airfield and calibrated using the K-21 as a proceed with the storage building, the
'variably' standard glider.
plans have been passed to constructors for
As we now have planning permission to quotations.
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Students nearing solo pilots target
WE have survived the winter and the short
daylight hours are finally behind us. From
the picture on the right it’s clear we’ve battled through the showers, and now we’re
heading into a summer of (hopefully)
warm, sunny days where the opportunities
for airtime are at their greatest.
The target set by the BUGC committee
at the beginning of the academic year was
to gain 10 new solo pilots within the year,
and with about twice as many training pilots consistently going flying compared
with last year (now around 20), we hope
to meet this target.
Since September, we’ve introduced 57
new people to gliding, but the large number of members this year means that we
still have another 30 trial lessons to get
into the air!
It’s been great to see the enthusiasm
held by many for gliding with the university, and so an expedition to the Long
Mynd at Easter has been arranged for
those students wanting to try flying on this
great ridge.
Coming up this year in May is the Varsity competition, where we hope to show
our skills in cross-country flight, soaring
and progression to win the trophy over our

Showers over Stroud – taken on a BUGC trial Lesson in february
rivals UWE. Varsity will be hosted at
Aston Down, and it will be a great opportunity for many of our members to have
their first experience of competition flying.
There is also the Inter University Gliding Competition at Bicester, and it will
provide an opportunity to meet with glider

Jake Brattle

pilots from universities across the country.
We all hope to continue making regular
weekend trips to the airfield and since
we’re currently finalising the design of our
club clothing for this year, we will no
doubt be showing it off together in the
coming weeks, so keep an eye out!
tim Harris

aviation
insurance
services ltd

The natural choice
01765 690777
hillaviation@btconnect.com
www.hillaviation.com
Unit 1a, Sycamore Business Park,
Copt Hewick, Ripon, HG4 5DF

AA rated security
Competitive premiums
No hull excess to pay
Protected no claims discount
Established reputation and experience
Specialist insurance supporting our sport
Security Ratings from Standard & Poor’s

Authorised and regulated by the The Financial Conduct Authority
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